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From the Headmaster’s Desk
What Teachers and Parents Wish Parents Would Do
I found the following article on a website called Your Family.
Interestingly, Paul Channon who was Headmaster of the Ridge and
who is recognised as a leading Primary School Educationalist in the
country, has made some comments in the body of the article. This
is certainly food for thought and should be helpful as we grow our
boys. We asked teachers and principals what they wish parents
would do:

Be involved (but not too involved!)
Teachers say they see many parents who are over-involved in
their kids’ lives and in their school lives, and also parents who
are totally absent. Try to aim for the perfect balance! The
appropriate level of involvement changes as the child gets
older. In preschool, parents might have almost daily contact
with the teacher. By high school, contact might be confined to
the parent-teacher meetings, with the odd email in between.
But do let the teacher know if something significant is
going on – a medical issue, or a death or divorce in the
family, for instance.

Take care of the basics
There are certain aspects of your child’s life that only you as a
parent can manage. ‘Parents have to take care of the basics –
get the child’s ears and eyes tested, look after things like
nutrition, sleep, exercise,’ says Debbie de Jong, a learning
support specialist who works primarily in the foundation
phase, across many different schools. These basics gear
your child up to learn and behave as best he can.
Seriously, teachers say they can spot the sugared-up kid a mile
off!

Support what’s happening in the classroom
There is sometimes a feeling that because you’ve handed over
many thousands of rands, the school and teachers should take
on the whole job of child-rearing, from table manners
to ensuring distinctions. A collaborative approach is more
positive, says De Jong. ‘Parents can’t abdicate their
responsibilities. It takes a team to raise and love and support a
child. Children learn 24/7. We only have them for a few hours
a day. It’s very helpful if parents carry through with what
the teachers are doing into the home situation.’

Build independence
There’s a delicate balance between supporting
and smothering. De Jong says, ‘Parents, please let children be
more independent. When they are little, let them
dress themselves, pack their back packs. When a child
expects everything to be done for him, the impact in the
classroom is huge.’

Trust and respect the teachers
The most common plea from teachers is: trust us, respect us,
work with us, let us do our jobs. Teachers are educated
professionals who have had lots of experience and seen many
children.
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Changes to Friday Times
Grades 3 - 7
In our endeavour to form deeper, more meaningful relationships
and programmes for your sons, we will adjust the Friday
programme starting next term; this means that your son will be
able to spend more time with his class or grade group teacher.
Additionally, it will reduce the impact that early sport departures
will have on Societies. Please find the times below.

FRIDAY SCHEDULE
7:00 Music ensembles practice
7:30 Admin
7:35 Singing (hymn practice)
8:00 Period 3
8:30 Period 4
9:00 Period 5
9:30 Period 6
10:00 Tea
10:20 Period 7
10:50 Period 8
11:20 Period 9
11:50 Period 10
12:20 Lunch
12:40 Grade group/class period
13:00 Societies
13:50 End of school
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Cricket: 1st XI vs Cheam (UK)
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They have different skills to yours, see your child differently to
you, and bring something different to your child’s life.
Teachers feel that parents are often too quick to blame or
criticise, instead of working with them in a positive, collaborative way. De Jong says, ‘Now and then you get a
really bad teacher, but on the whole the teachers I see are
committed to children. Unfortunately, I see a lot of disrespect
of teachers, particularly in the pre-primary phase. Parents can
be very aggressive, particularly if the situation is emotionally
charged.’
Pick your battles
There are times when it is absolutely essential for a parent to
step in immediately and deal with the teacher or the school: if
the child is under threat or in danger, for example, or when
academics have plummeted. When it comes to our kids, we’re
in emotional
territory. Sometimes an issue is more about our own history,
anxiety or ego than it is about the child’s wellbeing. We’ve
all had the experience of our child being disappointed or hurt,
and wanting to go down there and wreak vengeance! But
should we really?
Teachers complain that too much conflict (and too much parent-teacher talk time) arises from fairly trivial matters. They
tell
hair-raising tales of threatened litigation over places in sports
teams. Paul Channon, former school principal and now an
educational consultant, gives a tip: ‘Ask yourself,
how important is it to the child on a scale of 1 to 10? If it’s a 9
or 10, you probably should get involved, but there are other times when it is better not to get involved. Take your
lead from your child.’ Try and keep a sense of perspective and
see the bigger picture. There will always be things about a
school that niggle at you, but you’ve bought into a package,
and if you’re happy that you’ve made a good choice, you
might have to let some things ride.
Use the right channels
The usual protocol is to take your issue up with your child’s
class teacher. Schools generally have regular, formalised parent-teacher meetings set up during the year. This is a good
time for general discussion about your child and how he or
she is doing
personally, socially and academically. If it’s urgent, make an
appointment. Not every issue requires a formal meeting. In
primary school, when parents tend to have more interaction
with the class teacher, you might have the opportunity to
speak more spontaneously. There’s a place to just say,
‘Would this be a good time to chat about…’ Be sensitive to
the fact that drop-off is a busy time for teachers, particularly in the early years, as they are welcoming and settling
the children, so it’s not the ideal time to talk to parents. If
you have anything contentious or serious to discuss, it’s best
to make an appointment. If your concerns aren’t resolved
satisfactorily, there is usually a chain-of-command – perhaps
your next step would be to talk to the Head of the Foundation
Phase or the Junior Primary, or even the Principal. According
to Channon, schools would rather hear from parents than
have them fester silently or fuel the rumour mill.
Oh, and a big plea from schools: don’t use a class WhatsApp
group or social media to air your troubles and fan the flames.
Be an ally not an adversary
‘There are different ways of broaching a subject,’
says Channon. ‘A lot of it is in the tone. You can approach
the teacher with something like “I’m sure you are as worried about Adam’s handwriting as we are, what can we do to
help?” Or you can come in with an accusatory tone, “What are
you doing about this problem?”, which will immediately put
the teacher’s back up.’ When there’s a difficult issue to deal

with, try to take the emotion out of the equation. Channon
suggests a cooling-off period: ‘My advice is to sit on that
email that your wrote when you were burning with anger
at 10pm. Take a look at it in the morning and see if that’s really the tone you want to use. You might win the battle with
your angry email, but you will have compromised relationships
in the process.’ Be a friend to the school, more broadly. Channon says: ‘As a head, I appreciated a parent who would give us
a heads-up to an issue beyond their own concerns, in as dispassionate a way as possible.’
Understand rewards and punishments
Why didn’t Sarah get a prize? Why does Daniel have to go to
detention on Friday? Issues around reward and punishment
are often tricky for parents and schools to negotiate. It’s hard
for parents to see their kids overlooked when it comes to prize
-giving or leadership positions, or to see them in the
wrong. Channon highlights the difference between recognition
and reward. ‘Every child deserves to be recognised for his or
her own talents and contribution, but a reward in the form
of colours and prizes must be more selective.’ It’s OK for a
child to be disappointed occasionally or to get into a bit of
trouble. It’s all part of the learning experience. Parents
and schools should encourage children to make choices, and
learn that there are consequences to the choices that are
made. It’s best to learn at a young age, rather than later when
the consequences are more serious. Ideally, there is a value
system that the home and school buy into.’
Take a long view
‘This time of life is about building life-long resilience, not
about getting colours,’ says Channon. ‘You want to build the
work ethic, teach them to cope with disappointment. Praise
the effort not the result.’ Step back and look at the long-term
effects of your dealings with your child’s school. What are
you modelling for your children when you lose your temper, bad mouth a teacher, or lie for a child? What effect will it
have if you stand in the way of important lessons he needs to
learn?
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Thought for the Week

We wish you all a happy holiday and a
blessed Easter!
Travel safely and enjoy the break!
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Grade N Boulders Beach Outing
Grade 4 Camp - Stokbrood delicious with syrup!

Aftercare - Term 2






Please remember to set up or reconfirm regular Aftercare bookings for Term 2 with DJ.
For security reasons and to calculate the correct time spent
at Aftercare, please always sign your son out.
Please alert DJ if your son is going on a play date and won't
be present, so that she can update the daily list accordingly.
Casual daily bookings to be phoned through to DJ by 12.30 or
to Aftercare from 12.45.
If you have not organized Aftercare lunch for your son and
would like to order, lunch forms are available from Mandy or
Aletta.

Grade 1 Kagan “Rally Coach”

The Grade 1 boys are loving consolidating mathematics concepts
using the Kagan structure, "Rally Coach". Working in pairs, one
boy asks the other to identify a number he has covered up on a
number chart, and the other boy writes the number on a white
board after identifying it. They coach each other positively in
correct numeral identification as well as correct numeral
formation.
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Fun Night Raffle Winners
Leigh Webber
Peter Kent
Warren Edwards
David Hufton
Brent Geddes
Jane Coetzee
Sarah Mincher
Warren Griffiths
Kelly Starke-Dow
George Metcalfe
Nikki Stokes
Kelly Starke-Dow
Tony Elvin Jensen
C. Wilson
Nikki Stokes
Brent Geddes
Andrew Moller
Jaqui Hathorn
Leeza Wells
Natalie Edkins
Nina Todd
David Sweet
Rochelle Oaker
Debra Fisher
Frank Cadiz
Vanessa Pickford

R2000 Sygnia Unit Trust
R2000 Sygnia Unit Trust
R2000 Sygnia Unit Trust
R4000 Sygnia Unit Trust
The Andros Deluxe Boutique Hotel Voucher
R1000 La Perla Restaurant Voucher
R1000 La Perla Restaurant Voucher
Toy Kingdom Hamper
Toy Kingdom Hamper
Toy Kingdom Hamper
Toy Kingdom Hamper
Toy Kingdom Hamper
Toy Kingdom Hamper
Toy Kingdom Hamper
Toy Kingdom Hamper
Toy Kingdom Hamper
Toy Kingdom Hamper
Sue Von Zahn Jewellery valued at R1000
R800 Blanko Restaurant Voucher
Sportsmans Warehouse Hockey Bag
Sportsmans Warehouse Hockey Bag
Nomu Hamper
Nomu Hamper
Nomu Hamper
R500 Vineyard Hotel Restaurant Voucher
Wade Bales Wine and Champagne

Fun Night 2017
Thank you for your support!
Event sponsors
A huge thank you to our primary sponsor

Andros Deluxe Boutique
Hotel
Butlers

Blanko Restaurant

Catherine Clark

Devils Peak Brewing Company

Getty Family

Hatty Family

Kahmen Opticians

La Perla

Maritz Electrical

Map Studio

Nicole Stansfield

Nomu

Oaker Family

Panarottis

ProjectX Design and
Construction
Ruchsana Zalgaonkir

Roxanne Floquet

Southern Distributors

Sportsmans Warehouse

Prudential Competition

Striped Horse

Sue von Zahn Jewellery

Sygnia

The LifeMatters Foundation

Prudential ran a competition leading up to Fun Night whereby
boys could stand a chance to win a R1500 unit trust. The Grades 13 had to do an art piece while the Grades 4-7 had to write an essay on what saving money means to them.

Toy Kingdom

van Graan Family

Vineyard Hotel

Wade Bales Wine Society

Woolworths

Wynhuis

Here the final list of winners:
Grade 1
Luke Chamberlin
Grade 2
Thomas Dales
Grade 3
Robert Boyes
Grade 4
Luke Rowe
Grade 5
Lwazi Soko
Grade 6
Jack Frater
Grade 7
Nicholas Steinhagen

Canal Walk

Sage Gas

Le Feuvre Family

Fun Night Photographs
Please find the link to the Fun Night Photos: http://wpps.org.za/
fun-night-photos-2017/

Thought for the Week
“Try to be a rainbow in someone’s cloud.”
American author and poet Maya Angelou (1928-2014)
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